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Our partners travel in many of the world's regions, dealing with a vast spectrum of conditions and challenges. Minerva's approach to learning helps them skill-set as well as empowers them with global skills that can be applied to a range of settings. The new report builds on the experience and expertise of the Minerva Network, the long-time
pioneer and leader in Latino academic mobility. "The network is leading the field, demonstrating how programs of academic mobility can improve post-secondary retention and completion, increase access to technology and transferable skills, and strengthen the academic pipelines to careers in science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM)
with the goal of a more diverse workforce," said Don Ball, UMD project lead. minerva and ieso have teamed up with the ontario human rights tribunal to offer training and a recognition program for otrs. the program, called recognizing ots, is open to schools, teachers, and students in the public, private, and catholic school systems. in 2014, the
ministry of education and minister of education to be responsible for overseeing the program. minerva will present the training at the ontario human rights tribunal’s educational excellence awards on september 10, 2014. efectuas de la obra de arte los peatones, realizada por el artista blas galindo y otros, ha sido una aventura, pero necesitamos
que el pueblo dejara de correr, por eso esta en la cabeza de una iniciativa para dar respuesta a la necesidad de que los peatones sean reconocidos en la vida cotidiana de cada uno de los alumnos y alumnas en toda la universidad.
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the minerva experience is a personalized learning journey that takes advantage of proven research about the best ways to learn and retain new information. this is a comprehensive curriculum with integrated core and elective modules that are designed to be completed over time, in small increments. this strategy allows learners to transition
their knowledge and skills in meaningful and relevant ways.the minerva program format supports three learning journeys: foundation, professional, and continuation.the foundation module is designed to provide the skills and content necessary to lead or manage a group, and is intended for our undergraduate and graduate students. it includes a

set of essential skills for ministry and training in the local church, as well as at the diocesan, regional, and national levels. the professional module is designed to prepare our undergraduates for ministry, and is designed to be completed in one year. it provides a detailed foundation in the missional leadership competencies outlined in the
compendium on missional leadership. the continuation module is designed to prepare our students for advanced degrees and life-long learning, and is designed to be completed in two years. it includes advanced core modules as well as elective modules that provide skill development in areas that are important to ministry and ministry training.

in designing the minerva curriculum, we worked closely with our partners to establish a series of pre-defined competencies based on their objectives, to be used to scaffold program content. additionally, we established seven, more specialized skill taxonomies to support the development of key skills and competencies.the foundation module
includes a set of essential skills for ministry and training in the local church, as well as at the diocesan, regional, and national levels. these are the skills that all participants should master in order to be effective ministry leaders. they include strategic planning, organizational management, and the ability to lead both groups and individuals.the
professional module covers the missional leadership competencies outlined in the compendium on missional leadership. these include developing missional leaders, developing the next generation of missional leaders, developing the missional leadership of the local church, and developing the missional leadership of the diocese, region, and

national churches.the continuation module includes the most advanced core modules in the minerva experience as well as elective modules that provide skill development in areas that are important to ministry and ministry training. these include advanced theological and practical skills that are relevant to preparing for graduate or advanced
degrees, and for lifelong learning. all minerva experience programs are designed to be sequenced, and include in-class prompts and activities as well as experiential programming. these reinforce and enhance the skills that were covered in the preceding modules, while also providing a context for discussing related topics. for example, the

spiritual formation module includes exercises that encourage the discussion of values and integrity, which helps to prepare future leaders for the complex ethical issues that arise in ministry. 5ec8ef588b
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